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Improving the session identification
using the mean time
C. E. Dinuca, D. Ciobanu

Abstract—In the data preprocessing, sessions identification is a very
important step. Algorithms used so far to identify sessions use some
fixed values to specify the end of a session and to mark the beginning
of another. In this paper we explain why the use of fixed values cause
errors in identifying sessions and we propose a new method for
identifying sessions based on average time of visiting web pages
We implemented in Java programming language by using
NetBeans IDE, two algorithms to identify sessions. The first uses a
fixed value of 30 minutes (1800 seconds) to indicate the end of a
session and the second using the average time spent on the pages of
the website by users. For exemplification we used the NASA log file
available
online
at
http://ita.ee.lbl.gov/html/contrib/NASAHTTP.html.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE Web is the universal information space that can be
accessed by companies, governments, universities
students, teachers, businessmen and some users. In this
universal space trading and advertising activities are held. A
Web site is a set of interconnected web pages that are
developed and maintained by a person or organization.
Web mining studies analyzes and reveals useful information
from the Web [6]. Web mining is a term used for applying data
mining techniques to Web access logs [7]. Data mining is a
non-trivial process of extracting previously unknown and
potentially useful knowledge from large databases [8].
Web mining can be divided into three categories: Web
content mining, Web structure mining and Web usage mining
[5]. Web content mining is the process of extracting
knowledge from documents and content description. Web
structure mining is the process of obtaining knowledge from
the organization of the Web and the links between Web pages.
Web usage mining analyzes information about website
pages that were visited which are saved in the log files of
Internet servers to discover the previously unknown and
potentially interesting patterns useful in the future. Web usage
mining is described as applying data mining techniques on
Web access logs to optimize web site for users.

II. DATA PREPROCESSING
A. Actions done for preprocessing
Log files are created by web servers and filled with
information about user requests on a particular Web site. They
may contain information about: domains, subdomains and host
names; resources requested by the user, time of request,
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Data mining is thus materialized by applying algorithms to
extract patterns from data. Additional steps of the process of
discovering knowledge from data such as data preparation,
data selection, cleaning phase, the integration of previous
knowledge required are in fact an essential step to ensure that
will extract useful knowledge from data.
There are two fundamental classes of learning methods:
• predictive (based on supervised learning), which uses a set
of variables (called predictors) through which predictions are
made relative to the values (continuous or discrete) of other
variables (called decision variables);
• descriptive (based on unsupervised learning), for extraction
of patterns (structures understandable) of data.
Predictive models are built based on artificial intelligence in
a training phase, in which the model learns to predict the right
answer (decision) when the input values is formed with
different sets of predictors. After consuming training phase,
prediction model can be used to solve, as applicable to
classification problems (if the decision variable is nominal or
discrete) or regression problems (if the decision variable is
continuous).
Descriptive data mining methods form the second largest
category of data mining. Unlike predictive models, in
descriptive methods (such as clustering) the variables are
treated uniformly, without distinguishing between predictors
and response (decision) as such is not supervised learning (in
terms of learning from examples, that of providing responses
in the training phase). Descriptive methods allow the
description and explanation of the characteristic phenomena of
the system studied based on the patterns found.
Click-stream means a sequence of Web pages viewed by a
user; pages are displayed one by one on a row at a time.
Analysis of clicks is the process of extracting knowledge from
web logs. This analysis involves first the step of data
preprocessing and then applying data mining techniques. Data
preprocessing involves data extraction, cleaning and filtration
followed by identification of their sessions.
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protocol used, errors returned by the server, the page size for
successful requests.
Because a successful analysis is based on accurate
information and quality data, preprocessing plays an important
role.
Preparation of the data requires between 60 and 90% of the
time necessary for data analysis and contribute to the success
rate of 75-90% to the entire process of extracting knowledge
[14].

For each IP or DNS determine user sessions. The log files
have entries like these:
199.72.81.55 - - [01/Jul/1995:00:00:01 -0400] "GET
/history/apollo/ HTTP/1.0" 200 6245.
As can be noticed above, each record in the file contain: IP,
date and time, protocol, page views, error code, number of
bytes transferred.
In Fig. 1. is shown a part of a file with logs. This type of
files represent the input for our program.

Fig. 1. A text file with logs.
the method to separate strings, the following fields are saved in
the database: remote host (IP or DNS address of your
computer), date and time, HTTP request, status code, the
volume of bits transferred.

The program reads line by line the text file and use existing
string handling functions in Java to split the row into variables
and store them into a table.
This will remove the elements that separates fields within a
single log record, we remove ”--”,”-” ,”]”,”[” and quote. Using

Fig. 2. The table with logs entries.
When the user requests to view a Web page it results more
records in the log file as there are loaded graphics and
additional scripts to HTML file [21]. Since the main interest of
clickstream analysis is to extract patterns of user behavior, it
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makes no sense to include in the review pages that were not
explicitly required by the user. In this respect, it will remove
all entries with the type extensions: gif, GIF, JPEG, JPEG,
JPG. There are four classes of status codes: success (200
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series), redirect (300 series), failure (400 series) and state error
(500 series) [20]. The most common failure codes are 401 identification failed, 403 - banned from a subdirectory and
404-file not found. All entries which have different series
status code different from class 200 are removed. After
removing irrelevant information is obtained the log files table
that can be seen in Fig. 2.
The steps needed for data preprocessing were presented in
detail in [13].
For every record we calculate the timestamp as the
differences in seconds between DATE_TIME and a fixed
value; in this case we choose as fixed value
“01/JUL/1995:00:00:00”.
We coded pages name for making easier to view the results.
B. Used technology
To develop the current application we have used Java
programming language.
Java is an object-oriented programming language. The
success of the Java programming language is largely due to
ability to work on multiple platforms.

Some of the Java features are [22]:
• interpreted and compiled language. Java programs are first
compiled in some similar code assembly files (called byte
code, engl.), then they are interpreted by the Java runtime
environment platform machine instructions associated with the
system.
• platform independent language. When installing Java will
create a Java virtual machine that aims to translate Java byte
code instruction into machine code for the current platform.
These intermediate files can be copied and executed on any
platform (Windows, Unix, etc.).
• object oriented language. This is the most important property
of Java. Thus, Java highlights all aspects of object orientation:
objects, reference parameters, encapsulation, classes, libraries,
inheritance, access modifiers.
We work with Java version jdk.1.6.0.
To illustrate and follow the steps described above we have
implemented a program in Java using NetBeans IDE 6.9.1.

Fig. 3. Working interface for NetBeans IDE 6.9.1.
In Fig. 3 is presented NetBeans interface for creating Java
packages and classes. On the left is visible ClickstreamClaudia
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package with its contents. On the right is visible a part of the
class insertlogcc that reads the text file logs, perform
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modification operations specified before and write in the table
loguricc the records obtained, as shown in Fig. 2.
For the current application we create NetBeans project
ClickstreamClaudia. Java allows us to work with packages.
ClickstreamClaudia package is created that contains a set of
classes implemented.
Examples of classes contained in this package are:
• InsertLogCC - class created for the implementation process
of data preprocessing. Read the nasa.txt log file, line by line, it
transforms data file and inserted into logcc table in the
database;
• CodifPagCC - class used to encode pages, assign numbers to
the pages in the database easier to apply algorithms;
• TimpPaginăCC - calculate the time spent on each page;
• CreareSesiuni - create session log file entries.
For the connection to the database is implemented a class as
can be seen below.

public Connection dbConnection () throws Exception
{
/ / Path to database clickdb
DbUrl String = "jdbc: derby: / / localhost: 1527/claudia";
/ / User
String user = "clau";
/ / Password
String password = "clau";
/ / Load the driver for connection
Class.forName ("org.apache.derby.jdbc.ClientDriver");
Connection c = DriverManager.getConnection (dbUrl, user,
password);
return c;
}
In the left, Fig. 4. shows the connection to the database tables
and schema CLAU with the component tables and in the right
side a SQL select syntax together with its result.

Fig. 4.Working with database using NetBeans.
We used the facilities of working with files in Java.
The results, consisting in sessions that are obtained after
preprocessing the data, are written into a file and looks like the
ones shown in Fig. 5.
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This type of files are used as an imput for programs that
execute different type of analisys.
In another work we have used files like this for predicting
the next page that will be visited by a web user [23].
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Fig. 5. A part from the file with sessions.
III. SESSION IDENTIFICATION
For sessions’ identification in the first case was considered
that a user can not be stationed on a page more than 30
minutes. This value is used in several previous studies, as can
be seen in the work [14].
Correct identification of sessions is an important step in
preprocessing data from web logs. Some studies indicate a
period of 30 minutes between pages viewed as sufficient to
establish the end of a session and start another. However, this
period may not be sufficient for certain types of websites, for
example those which contains documents that the user reads.
Also in this category may fall and commerce sites pages
which are opinions about products.
Should be taken into account that different people need
different amount of time to cover the same information, for
example an elderly person can slowly follow the information
presented on the website. Also in the case when a potential
client who wants to better inform about a product may exceed
this time and the analyst wrongly consider the session ended,
longer time spent on the website in this case showing interest
in the product and maybe the wish to purchase the product
than to leave the website. More bad decisions in sessions’
identification can significantly alter the results of applying data
mining techniques. In an attempt to reduce errors in session
identification, an improved algorithm is proposed to amend the
classic algorithm.
The current study intends to add an improvement in
sessions’ identification by determining an average time of page
visiting the sites for the visit duration determined by analysis
of web site visit duration, data which can be found in the log
files of the site. Thus, for each visited page, is calculated the
visit duration, which is determined by the difference between
two consecutive timestamps for the same user, which is
identified by IP. For records of pages with the highest
timestamp among those visited by a user is assigned a
predefined value of our choice to 20,000 seconds. We
calculate the average visit time for a page by the average of all
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the times spent on that page. When calculating the average
visiting time we don’t take into consideration the time less
than 2 seconds and largest than 20,000 seconds.
IV. ALGORITHMS PRESENTATION
For sessions’ identification we use an algorithm which we
present below. For each IP we select the visited pages sorted
by timestamp. For each page is given a session identification
number Id_sesiune, and then it is checked after if the time is
more than 1800 seconds, in which case we switch to a new
session by increasing with one the value of Id_sesiune.
Model description :
We consider the set of users’ IP by IP = {IP1, IP2, ..., IPn}.
The crowd of pages visited by the user identified by IPk, PIPk
= {PIPk1, PIPk2, ...} and TS_PIPki the timestamp of PIPki page.
We note by ID_PIPki the session identification number
assigned to page PIPki page and with ID the set of these IDs.
The pseudo-code Algorithm
For each IP IPk repeat
If | PIPk |=1 then ID_PIPk1=max(ID)+1;
Else ID_PIPk1=max(ID)+1;
I=1;
While (I<| PIPk |) repeat
I=I+1;
If TS_PIPki- TS_PIPki-1<1800 then ID_PIPki= ID_PIPki-1;
Else ID_PIPki= ID_PIPki-1+1;
In the case of algorithm that uses the average time it is
proceeded in the same way. For each IP we select the visited
pages and sort them by timestamp. For each page it is given a
sesion_Id and then we verify if the time visiting is great than
300 seconds or more than twice the mean visiting time, in
which case it is switched to a new session increasing by one
the value of session_Id.
The pseudo-code Algorithm
For each IP IPk repeat
If | PIPk |=1 then ID_PIPk1=max(ID)+1;
Else ID_PIPk1=max(ID)+1;
I=1;
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While (I<| PIPk |) repeat
I=I+1;
ID_PIPki= ID_PIPki-1;
TMAki = max( 2* TMki, 300);
If TS_PIPki- TS_PIPki-1 > TMAki then
ID_PIPki= ID_PIPki-1+1;
Where TMki is the average time spent by users on the page
PIPki and TMAki is the time used in the modified algorithm
instead of the fixed value of 1800 seconds.
Introducing the value of 300 was necessary because in the
case of some pages the average time is very low of orders of
tens of seconds, which can negatively influence the sessions’
identification.
The Java implementation of this algorithm looks like this:
package clickstreamClaudia;
import java.sql.*;
public class CreareSesiuniTMcc {
public static void main(String[] args) {
String dbUrl = "jdbc:derby://localhost:1527/claudia";
String user = "clau";// the user
String password = "clau";// password
int id_sesiune=0;
int id2=0;
try//we try to load the dricers necessary for connection
{ Class.forName("org.apache.derby.jdbc.ClientDriver");}
catch(ClassNotFoundException e)
{System.out.println("Eroare incarcare driver!\n" +e);}
try// we try to establish the connection
{
Connection c = DriverManager.getConnection(dbUrl,user, password);
Statement s = c.createStatement();
ResultSet result = s.executeQuery("select distinct id_solicitant from
LOGURIcc ");
int contor=0;
int val_timp=0;
int nri=0;
int nr_pagini_dif_pe_id=0;
while (result.next()) { // process results one row at a time
String val = result.getString("id_solicitant");
if (id2==id_sesiune)
{id_sesiune++;
id2=id_sesiune;}
Statement s1 = c.createStatement();
ResultSet result1=s1.executeQuery("select cod_pagina, timestamp,timp_pag,"
+ "timp_mediu_pag from loguricc where id_solicitant = '"
+ val + "' order by timestamp");
int count=0;
Integer cod_prima_pagina=0;
Integer ts_prima_pagina=0;
Integer timp_mediu=0;
while (result1.next()){
count++;
Integer cod_pagina1 = result1.getInt("cod_pagina");
Integer ts2 = result1.getInt("timestamp");
timp_mediu=result1.getInt("timp_mediu_pag");
int timp_petrecut=result1.getInt("timp_pag");
Statement s2 = c.createStatement();
boolean execute = s2.execute("update loguricc set id_sesiune_tm=" +
id_sesiune
+ " where timestamp = " + ts2+" and cod_pagina= "+cod_pagina1);
s2.close();
Integer tm=0;
if (timp_petrecut>tm || (timp_petrecut>=20000))
{id_sesiune=id_sesiune+1;}
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}
s1.close();
}
s.close();// inchidem comanda s
}
catch(Exception e)
{
System.err.println("Error 2 : " + e.getMessage());
}
}
}

V. CASE STUDY
To implement the algorithms presented earlier we used the
Java programming language, the code is written using
NetBeans editor. We choose Java because it is an object
oriented program, it is open source and platform independent.
We work with Java Jdk 1.6.0. Also as the code source editor,
we choose NetBeans IDE because it is open source. We work
with NetBeans IDE version 6.9.1.
We used the database with logs from NASA website that
can be downloaded free by accesing the link
http://ita.ee.lbl.gov/html/contrib/NASA-HTTP.html. After the
data preprocessing phase there were obtained 47583 records as
can be seen in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. The total number of records from Loguri table.
After applying the two algorithms to identify sessions we
obtained 16505 sessions with preset option for 1800 seconds
(30 minutes) and 17178 sessions for the proposed new
algorithm, the results can be seen in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. A part of the content of Loguri table
Fig. 8. shows a case in which using the average time the
pages are allocated to the same session and in the classic case
the pages are in different sessions.
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Fig. 8. An example of wrong session split using 30 minutes for sesion identification.
Fig. 9. presents a case in which pages are allocated in two
sessions using the average time and in the classic case the

pages are in the same session.

Fig. 9. Another example of wrong session’ identification using 30 minutes for session end.
We ran the program for several combinations of mean time

and fixed values.

Fig. 10. Number of session obtained using mean time and different fixed values.
Although the number of sessions with length greater than 2,
that we take into consideration, not vary greatly, the structure
of sessions is different.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In the case of modified algorithm other conditions can be
chosen to determine with increased precision the separation
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between sessions. The number of sessions for the modified
algorithm is greater than in the case of classic algorithm. To
avoid a division in too many sessions we can increase the
value of 300 seconds used in the modified algorithm case. In
Fig. 10. is shown the variation of the number of session when
we modify the fixed time used.
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In the case of the modified algorithm the average visiting
time depends on the page, so we can say that using this
algorithm to separate sessions better maps the reality than
using a single constant value for the algorithm’
implementation. Also, for sites running in different areas using
the mean time is recommended because it depends directly on
the site structure and content pages. The modified algorithm
has the same running time as a classical algorithm which is
another reason that recommend its use, so it’s complexity is
not modified.
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